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The process of recording Inforinatlon by deforming the surface of
a chin plastic tllm In accordance with the Information content of an
electron beam Is dtescrlbed including some of the military applications.
The. advcvntages of this relatively new process, called Thermoplastic
Recording (TPR) , over the magnetic recording process and the recording
of infortnstlon using & Flying Spot Scanner (FSS) -cathode ray tube«
photographic film system ®re described.
The packing density, capacity, and bandwidth of TPR and the
FSS- film system are compared indlcatli^ analytically the advantages
of the ne%ir recording technique. A forwyla for computing the bandwidth
of a TPR systeia in terwas of the gvatem parameters is derived.
The many probleia ©6>ms in the TPR process arfe pin-pointfi by
comparing the fundamental parameters of the FSS- film system jnd those
of the TF'^ process. Particular emphasis is placed on beam and medium
characteristics. Aa appendiK detailing Cixperitnientat v^ork in the
medium charaetertsties of therraoplastic recordings and the parameters
affecting these character istics is presented.
The filter wishes to express his appreciation for the assistance
and encourfigeiijent given him by Professor George M. Hahn of the U. S.
Naval Postgraduate School and by the Advanced Research Group under the
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A. Outline and Purpose
1. The work presented here is the result of a ten week industrial
tour at Ampex Corporation in Redwood City, California. The original
intent was to investigate the application of thermoplastic recording
to the correlation process. It became apparent early in the tour that
the state of tht thenur^plastic recording art would not permit such a
study. The tour was devoted to theoretical and experimental attempts to
develop fundamentals. This is not to be interpreted to mean that
thermoplastic recording techniques cannot be applied to the correlation
process. They undoubtedly can. Until repeatability is assured, until
medium characteristics are firmly in hand, and until the interplay
between parameters in the thermoplastic process is known, application
will remain an exercise in "cut and try" engineering.
2, Thermoplastic recording is a relatively unknown process due
mainly to its proprietary nature. To offer insight into the mechanism
of the process including its advantages and disadvantages, a comparison
will be made, where applicable, between the technique of thermoplastic
recording and the process of recording on photographic film using a
flying spot scanner (FSS) -cathode ray tube combination. There are many
similarities between the two processes. Thermoplastic recording
1(called TPR hereafter) will certainly develop its own markets. However,
its most obvious immediate application is as a replacement in the late
1960 's for the FSS-film technique now used in aerial photography electronic
2
readout and in line scan side looking radar record and readout.
H. A. Strickland, Jr. "Potential Applications of Thermoplastic
Recording", TPR press conference release (G£), pg 2, 12 Jan 1960
G. H. Coddington, et al, "Reconaissance Tape Data Conversion"
General Electric Technical Information Series No. R60ELS-103, ASTIA
Mo. 248050, pg 16, 15 Dec 1960
I

The fir«t section of this pAfer will prts-tiit in general terms «
discussion of the two processes including a general discussion of
applications, h fairly complete outline form of description of the
thermoplastic process will be presented with little explanation. The
system parameters will be compared in general. If the reader will retain
a general concept of the process without attempting to recall such
details as various methods of developing recordings or scan control
techniques etc., he will find that the reading goes smoothly.
The second section presents an original formulation of a constant
used as an aid in defining the bandwidth of thermoplastic recording
readout in terms of the parameters involved. In general this section
represents the app 1 Ication, in a limited sense, of Information Theory
to the TPR process.
The final section offers a comparison of the parameters of the
FSS-film process and the electron beam thermoplastic process with
emphasis on the media, ie: photographic film and thermoplastic tape.
An appendix describing the experimental evalu4\tion of twenty^^two thermo-
plastic recordings is included to substantiate some of the data presented
in this section.
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II. The Processes
A. Thermoplastic Recording (TPR)
1 . General
The TPR process considered here involves Che direct deposit o£
electrons onto a plastic substance such as polystyrene. It Includes
«Jirect readout using an electron beam. There are processes like TPR
vherein a charged photo>conducter Is used to deposit electrons onto a
thennoplastlc medium (called ELINT or Electrostatic Latent Image
Photography) or electrons are deposited through an electron beam onto
an oil film. The first Is bandllmlted and the second Is non«perinanent.
There are some obvious advantages to direct electron beam recording.
First, it is the most direct means of coupling from an electron beam
to a recording medium. It will be shovn that in an indirect FSS-
photographic film system, cathode ray tube phosphors, optical gystem
characteristic®, and light sensitlvity>resolutlon characteristics of the
film can limit the resolution achievable to less than that of the
electron beam used. There is also the fact that, because of the system
inefficiencies, the electron beam current in the FSS cathode ray tube
may have to be several times that used in a direct electron beam
recording technique. Also, the dynamic range of the direct process Is
potentially much higher than the indirect process.
2. The process
Thermoplastic recording is accomplished by deformation or modula-
tion of the surface of a I >. ye r oi a thin plastic film in accordance
with the information to be recorded. The tape or film ;i@ed in the
process is three layered. The base may be similar to motion picture

film. The surtiace defortnatlon is accompli iihed by depositing a layer
of electric charge whose density is distributed as a function of the
input information. The application of heat decreases the surface
forces and causes the surface to deform in accordance with the charge
density The attractive force is provided through the Induced mirror
image charge in the conductive layer. Upon cooling the written
information is permanently stored in the material. Figure II-l. is
a block diagram of a simple TPR system using an optical readout method.
The intelligence of the written information is physically stored
in the relative dimension of the ripple. Figure II-2. is a picture of
how the deformed plastic surface might appear.
The Intelligence may be determined optically by measuring the
degree of diffraction or refraction of light passing through the line
gratings. This readout technique was used in the experiment discussed
in Appendix A. The intelligence may be determined electrically by
scanning the groove with an e'ectron beam and sensing, for instance,
the pattern of the secondary emission electrons. There are a multitude
of items to be considered in a thermoplastic recording system. Some
of these are outlined in Figure II -3. Many of the more important
parameters of TPR are considered In later sections.
The important ideas at this point lie in recognizing the advantages
of a thermoplastic recording process, perhaps not individually unique
j
but certainly unique collectively.
High resolutions are possible in lines.^em, information density,
or bandwidth. The best wideband magnetic recording resolutions are
about 1.5 square mils. A FSS-film combination is about the same Current
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oil 16 square mils Magnetic tape recording bandwidths are In the
4-7 mc region FSS-fllm bandwidths are In the 10-20 mc. region TPR
recording bandwidths of 50-100 mc have been achieved In the lab.
Rapid exposure to view times ore possible In TPR (lor example the
experimental recordings evaluated In Appendix A. were developed In
30-80 mlllsec). The best wet film developing techniques are In the
2-3 minute range.
As in magnetic tape reccrding, the thermoplastic tape may be
erased and reused. Also the medium is essentially unaffected by high
electric and magnetic fields, and for practical purposes by radiation.
Finally, either optical or electronic readout Is possible This
l8 In a sense true in FSS-filra readout, but the limitations in this
process will be pointed out. One of the obvious advantages Is the
fact that TPR offers a readymade solution to the Information tracking
problem in that the beam cnn be servoed to a null based on the physical
groove characteristics.
There are some disadvantages In a TPR system. The problems associated
virh fhif vsf "f ^n electron bear re sometimes overwhelming The
medium is quite fragile and subject to contamination A system vacuum
-5
on Che order of 10 nra of mercury is required. And, as in any systera,
there are accuracy and repeatability problems. Some of these are made
obvious ia appendix A It is perhaps easiest to say that with €ivery
box Indicated In Figure II- 3. there exist problems which in themselves
do not constitute a disadvantage of the TPR system, but which taken
together place the TPR S;'Stero in a somewhat unfavorable light when it
is compared with the wore developed systems. However, the Interest In
TPR Is fostered by the obvious return In the form of advantages for the
cost required to solve the problems and overcome the disadvantages.

B. Flying Spot Scanner (FSS) - film syatem
The primary purpose o£ this paper is to present and evaluate TPR
as a function of the electron beam and the medium. This section will
describe the system to be used In comparison as an explanation vehicle.
The majority of the high data rate scan systems In service today,
Including side looking radar systems. Infrared sensing systems, and
multl-transducer sonar systems, use the FSS- film system for data process-
ing. In the record mode an Intensity modulated cathode ray tube is
photographed (this puts a camera vlth Its lens In the system). The
electron beam Is controlled In position by a suitable scan mechanism
tied electronically to the sensor. The framed image type of output,
If such Is used^ls created by a TV type raster scan. If a line scan
output Is desired, the beam moves in one line back and forth across the
face of the CRT, and the film Is transported continuously.
The film Is then processed. The final product is usually In
density modulated negative form Readout Is then affected by projection
using llght-optlc systems, or by a second FSS system wherein the CRT
spot Is focused through a lens system onto the film and allowed to mean
the film as the scanning mechanism moves the spot on the CRT face. The
light beam Is modulated by the varying density of the film. The modulated
light is transformed to the electronics domain through a photoraultlpller
In most systems this retrans formation to an electronic signal Is required
to permit modification of the signal to remove the various distortions
Inherent In the recording process. For instance, for an air-ground
mapping system, these distortions are a function of aircraft attitude and
sensor platform position. The correction of these distortions Is referred
10

to as rectification. The rectification problem is a study in itself
and is not considered in this paper.
In Section III some of the limitations of the FSS-Fllm system,
Including phosphor efficiency and characteristics and camera and film
transfer characteristics, are considered.
The advantages of the FSS-film system are usually presented as
cora{>ared to a magnetic recording system. For instance, the rapid
tape and head wear problem associated with itiagnetic recording is not
a consideration in FSS-film systems. There are also some advantages
offered by an FSS-film system over a TPR system. For instance, it is
not necessary to move the photographic film in a vacuum while recording
and reading electronically. Photographic film is less subject to con-
tamination than thermoplastic tape Probably the fact that FSS-film
systems are in service should be mentioned as an advantage It is easy
to "shoot down*^' an in service system using the theoretical advantages
of a drawing board-laboratory system. It is not as easy to carry out
some aspects of the theory.
This thought perhaps lies behind some of the caution demonstrated
3in articles indicating that TPK methods may only partly supplant
FSS-film systems In the 1965-1970 area. This has naturally led to the




Thermoplastic recording promises to combine the processing speed
and versatility of magnetic recording with the storage capacity of
3
R. Baske, et al , ''Correlated Airborne dlsplayi*' Seventh Annual
Radar Syraposlun, Univ. of Michigan, pg. 199-220, 1961
II

photographic fllut and offer some additional advantage.» over both. It
ie Che applications in the field of data and information handling which
will loake use of the unique properties of speed, packing density,
erasure, rewrlttiig, and dirt^.ct optical or electronic readout that will
be mentioned here. There are industrial applications such as library
storage, automation control, and television recording The military
applications will bt described in general tertos in this paper
It should be emphasized that as of 1 January. 1962, no operational
military T?K systera existed. General Electric was preparing to deliver
a Thermoplastic P?I (Plan Position Indicator) to the Naval Research
Laboratory for evaluation. Ampex Corporation delivered a system for
evaluating thermoplastic storage media to the Aerial Reconaissance
laboratory of the Wright Air Development Division (WADD) of the U. S.
Air Force in February, 1962 These two items will represent the extent
of the "out u; laboratory" TPR equipcieat for 1962 at least.
2. Brief sjmopsls of applications
a. Radar applications.
(I). The loajority of the applications of TPR in the area of
radar are simply an extontion of the in service optical processors. They
in general involve high storage requirements. Such requirements exist
in the high resolution sid»;looking ground mapping radars and in coherent
radar detection syst^^ms using target velocity and acceleration &a a means
of detection. In the former correlation techniques are used, and in the
latter many simultaneous integrations are required
Optical images have the inlierent property that they possess two
^Personal cotiignunlcation with Mr. E. F. Scully, Sales Engineer, Radar
Products, Navy Programs, General Electric Go. dated 28 Feb 62
12

degrees of fr^ttdom £8 represented by the two independent variables which
define a point on a surface. In this respect, optical systems differ
basically froid electronic systems which possess only time as the independ-
ent variable. The details of the unique properties of optical process-
ing systems are contained in a classic article^ by Cutrona of the
University of Michigan.
(2). Since It is possible to use optical techniques in
processing thermoplastic tapes, the extension of some of the ideas
applicable to film techniques seems logical. But the extension is not
a simple one. photographic film technique® involve a simple density or
amplitude modulation. Optical TPR techniques involve a phase modulation
due to the variable index of refraction of the grooves. This phase
modulation must be converted to some sort of amplitude variation to
obtain an optical readout. This problem has been treated in detail
6by R. V. Pole of General Electric. His work details the problem and
the difficulties and offers some solutions. The phase problem is not
the only one.
In optical-film correlation techniques, for instance, the result
of correlating signals recorded on two films is recorded on a third film
directly using a chain of lenses and a single light source. The result
of correlating signals on two thermoplastic tapes, assuming some unique
optical system (Schlieren) Is available, would need to be converted to
electrical information prior to recording on the final thermoplastic
material. The alternative involves the use of an all electronic system
using two or mor^s guns. The physical problems associated with such a
^L. J. ^"Mi'ortn r't al. Optical Data Processing and Filtering Systems,
PGIT of IRE Vi I i!\}n lT-6, No. 3, pg 386-400, June, 1960 (with numerous
references)
nil \ Pola, "An Optical Analysis of Surface Deformation Recording"
General Electric Technical Inf. Series DF 59 ELS-82, 15 Sep 59
13

scheme appear too great at present to merit consideration. The author Is
pessimistic about the near term possibilities of using an all thermo-
plastic system for processing requiring correlation
However, this does not rule out the use of TPR in display systems
or in initial storage systems The display function will be discussed
below. It is quite possible that the initial recording of sensor data
could be on thermoplastic film. The electronic readout of the initial
sensor in formation could be rectified and the resultant information could
be recorded on photographic film for processing using optical-film
correlation techniques.
A great deal of library research was dor^c prior to the industrial
tour at Ampex in order to become familiar with the method of obtaining
high resolution using synthetic apertures in conjunction with the side
looking radar technique. This technique is explained in a series of
articles in the Symposia on radar conducted by the University of Michigan,
and published by ASTIA, Two articles, one unclassified, are referenced
8,9 10
here as offering a quick general picture of the process. Coddlngton,
gives some idea of the specifications for TPR systems applied to the
processing of data from a quite fundamental side looking radar system.
7
L. J. Cutrona, et al , loc clt. pg 397
^L- J. Cutrona, et al , "A High Resolution Radar Combat Surveillance
System" IRE Transactions on Military Electronics, pg 127-131, April, 1961
^L. J. Cutrona, "Fine Resolution Radar: Its Status and Its Future",
Fourth Annual Radar Symposium, University of Michigan, pg 133-139,
Juus 1958
lOcoddlngtott, et al , Of>. sit. pg 62
14

of eleceroa beam recoirdlng For i.astt^nc^, the outnut recorder he
spt'clfies requires ft 3%im tape, 10,300 resolvable lines per scan (277
lines per nita) , and a spot size of .14 mils It will be uote^ i« section
III find IV that: (I) nobody Is projecting a scan of over 6000 lines
end, (2) at present a spot size of .1 noil is in the class of ei projected
goal :
(3). Radar systems that measurs' r«nge, velocity and
acceleration require fornidable signal processing capability. A fe<?l
for tli>? scope of the problew can be obtained by noting socae statistics
1
1
rfc;ported in a recent General Electric Nevsletter For instS'ince, If fxn
weter range resolution over a 4000 meter range Interval and a 5 sjfiter
per second velocity resolution over a 3000 meter per second veloclt;*
int^^r'^'tl are to be realized tfs'ng a 20 megacycle system ban<?t^idth and
coherent integration and filtering of many successive echoes (30
will8<'Cond Integration ttmt ?ssuiried) the requf resents are, 500 range
cells fiach containing 600 velocity cells for a total of 300,000 r^solv-
ablfe targets which can hi disptayad. To accomplish this it is required
to stor*' 600,000 individual radar returns and to perform 300,000 integra-
tions simultaneously An equivalent electronic s; stem would require
500 rpinge. gates feeding 300,000 doppler filters, eacti having & band-
width of 33 cycles per second. The measurement of acceleration requires
equally staggering proceselnji; facility.
Th« G. E. system to process this data uses an optical procassor ^."ith
a thin film of oil as a storr^re device. The process is e:<:octly like
thermoplastic recording with the exception that the oil film is never




allowed to solidify. Their system sacrifices permanency for the ability
to maintain an exactly uniform oil film thickness. They are able to
produce a real time display of information using a maser as a light source,
for instance, or a photo-cathode arrangement.
Optical processing in this fashion is expected to be useful In
solving the problems of nose cone detection and trajectory prediction
where high resolution velocity and acceleration measurements must be
made rapidly.
12Goodyear Aircraft Corporation has been conducting a study of data
correlation techniques using multiple sensor (radar, Infrared and photo-
graphic) as an aid to accurate missile navigation (this is sometimes call-
ed maptoa tchlng) . They are using the digital computer for a correlation
device. This technique offers another application for the high data
rate, high storage capability of TPR.
Before leaving the radar section it is emphasized that this applica-
tion is probably in the distant (5 - 10 years) future. There remain a
multitude of fundamental problems to be solved first,
b. Display
While this might be classed as part of radar applications » it Is
considered separately in this report due to it® importance as an immediate
application of TPR. The short exposure to view time, the permanency, and
reuseabillty make TPR a natutal display vehicle. A recent authorative
1 3
article points to TPR display system® as early am 1963 The PPI developed
by General Electric is, in a sense, a display system. The intent here is
to suggest that the final stage of a sensor system be a thermoplastic
^^Goodyear Aircraft Corporation, "Advanced Data Correlator Study and
Development" (DACOR) , Annual and Quarterly Report® 15 June 1959, to
20 October 1961
^%. Baske. et al, loc. clt. pg 210
16

record Ung. All oth<»r sitage» could be k«pt as they are at present. The
EIJ^T orocesa (see page 4) is a poaftible final stage for an optlcal>fllai
aide looking radar correlated output.
The use of real time in-cockpit laapraatching displays la an obvious
asset. For one thing errors in coverage on reconnaissance missions
could be sensed inmediately and corrections made without costly mission
reruns
.
TPR opens up new pus&iblllties in large-screen display of radar and
sonar iiiaages. This type of display is u@ed in radar coetrol centers
where large numbers of people must simultaneously view inforeiation as It
is received. In the past, the data has been plotted by hand on large
display boards, or photographically copied from the radar screen and
presented in the form of a motion picture sometime later. Both eiethods
inherently involve delays. With TPR» the radar signal could be written
on tape, developed, and projected on a large screen without m signifleont
loss of quality or detail within a fraction o£ a second.
TPR will also permit a new technique, similar to that used in time
lapse photography to eKtend the range of radar and help distinguish
targets from random signals that appear as noli^e on the radar screen.
This principle, called time compression Involves speeding up the motion
action on the radar screen by storing the images for a period of time,
then playing them back in rapid sequence. The same procedure ic xime
lapse photography b&s produced pictures of flowers^ bursting into bloom.
By speeding up the sequence of event® taking place, slowly moving
and therefore almost indistinct targets would begin to move rapidly. This
rapid and purposeful motion would be enough to enable the observer to make
positive identification. Experiments h&\m sho%m that objects apparently
hidden from view can be identified by observing some orderly motion.
17

In Che di^velopment of integrated dlAplays, TPR offers a neaas of
t;orrelfttlo«; Infoiaation froea a variety of ncnilng devlci^e, and reading
It out on a single display. This would allow an operator to corapere
radar, Infrared and optical data sinmsltaneously, or to select whichever
gives the best results at a given monent. An airborne ASW display of
all submarine detection isensor information would be extremely useful,
for instance.
c. Sonar Applic&tLont
Thf^^se in general correspond to radar applications. Coluiabla
University has done a conslderabls: aiaount of work in high resolution,
fixed transducer, doppler detection of ursderwater contacts u&in% an
14
optical processing system much like the Unlverelty of Michigan systeia.
There is a need in this system for sotase 10,000 processing channsls and
9
a real time data output rate of 1.2x10 samples per second.
d. Electronic Countermeasurei
Through correlation processes, TPR will In effect per for© a counter-
counter raeasur&s function by enabling high data rate ©Ignal r^^cov^ry
methods. However » TPR will probably fiftd wider use in Ferret type
reconnaissance satsslons wherein all elfectrosaagnetic radiation froci the
15
area under surveillance is recorded. Systems today eeaploy a magnetic
tape recorder to obtain a record of ECM intercepts aaade by a pesslve £CM
system. Although only a lialted aaount of Information is available using
this form of reconaissance, the value of the system will Increase as TPR
opens the bandwidth from the video bandwidth® of 4>10 nc. to c:lectron beam
14
L. Gregory, "Signal Processing Eqwlpment" Project Arteinie Status
Report Number 3, 15 January 1961
15
D. A, Stents, "The Status of the Electonlcs CounteriBeasures Problem"
USNPGS Master ',« Thrstji, pg 121, 1958
18

recording bandwldths of 50-100 voc.
e. Hiscellaneou®
The uee of therraoplastlc tape record® in a satellite a& a wideband,
high packing density storage medium raay becoeae quite important. The
ability to readout electronically a® is done in the videotape system is
an important asset of TPR in this application.
As mentioned under display and radar, the use of TPR in missile
nosecones for guidance and navigation i® a possibility.
The applications mentioned above cover a wide span. It is signifi-
cant that the span covers areas to which both optical and magnetic
recording techniques apply today.
At this point now that the reader has been led to accept TPR as a
system of the future with great potential, some of the parameter® of
the process and some of the problems facing the engineers doing research
in this field will be presented, Ai will become apparent the ©rt l@
still in the embryo state.

I IT. tacVing Density, C^uoctty emci B^^ndv^ldth
A. Introduction
This section serves an the connecting link between the description
of the processes in Sectiot [ and the discuseion of some of the parameters
in Section IV to follow.
The FSS-photographlc film systeia capabilities ere briefly described
folloved by the capabilities of a TPR system. The packing density and
capacity of the two systesas are considered first followed by the band-
width conBider«tlon®. The graph , Figure 111-2^ i« the key point of this
section. It is a graphical dei&onstration of the interdependence of the
key parameters in a TPR system.
20

B. Pad Ing Density and Storage Capacity
I. FSS - Filro System
a. Packing Density
A rough figure for the resolving power of a state of the art FSS-
film system used in state of the art techniques is 50 lines/milimeter
.
In normal electron-optical techniques using filci the signal is
placed in the optical system from the electronic medium by photographing
an intensity-modulated cathode -ray- tube (CRT) presentation. Assuming
that care has been taken in the design of a camera and film transport
mechanism, multi-channel processes are essentially straightforward
.
The position of the line to be photographed is controlled in the
deflection mechanism of the CRT.





^ 5 in. - 6350 lines
10"^ 39.4 in.
vhere a 2 tivn edge on each side for handling has been neglected.
Thus, If the lines represented the resolution of a 40 nautical nlle
area in range:
.^0_n,_mi 6000_ft. , 33 ft resolution
6350 1 n. mi.
Also, 50 lines/mm is equivalent to 1270 tracks/inch.
Actually a figure of 5400 processing channels is quoted for 5 inch
film with a system resolution of 50 linei/on.
There is one point concerning film resolution that cannot be over-
looked. It will be covered in more detail in the section on bandwidth.
A resolution-sensitivity product relationship exists in film. While the
21

pro<5uct ifl n«jt necessarily « constant » tt l« true th«t rosolutlon loutt
be traded for JiensitlvtiCy. Bandvldth 1® a function of seneitlvlty.
Therefore, if it is necessary to use fast film to provide frequency
response » It may be necessary to sacrifice resolution,
b. Capacity
Shannot.'-^ described the capacity of a conaounication channel In
bits /second:
/ S + N \




where W is the bandwidth; S the signal; and N, the noise.
17Eldridge laodified this for recording to show that capacity per
unit width could be described:
Cj - mC . i Wtogj (iH- ^
where w is the track width, w is the track width which will provide
a s/n ratio of 1, and m Is l/--» or the number of tracks per unit width.
This, then, gives bits/second/inch.
Since this section deals with the spatial packing density of the
mediuoi, a spatial capacity In blt$/@q. in. would be:
Cg - A Log^ ( 1 + ^^N
where A is the area packing density.
^^C. E, Shannon^ "A Mathematical Theory of Communication"^ Bell
Systems Technical Journal, Vol. 27, July and October, 1958
D. F. Eldridge, "The Application of Information Theory to Recording
Systems", Research Bulletin No. 7, Research Division, Ampex Corporation,
pg 1. September; I960 •
22

For thv oj'tlcal fllrai ©yst^^ dl«cuo«ied, the * A ' factor for 50 lines
per fdtll tciitfeic would be approximately 1.6 mugablts/sq. in.
This yields C =• 3.31 mtgflbits/sq. in. for a lOdb slgital- to-noise ratio
and 3.54 megablts/sq. in. for a 20db s/n ratio.
The two figures of lOdb and 20db are used advisedly. For the optical
film system a bandwidth limltatioa at roughly 10 mc will be theorized.





The packing density for electro© beaia recording Is a function of the
spot diaioeter of the electron gun that lays down the charge on the
thermoplastic material. It is also a function of the type of m>duletion
used. The assumption will be made that the spot diameter determines the
•ise of the track or line.
Theoretically, the limitation on spot diameter in electron beam
recording is the size of the electron. A long-terra goal is a spot sise
of 1 micron (10 ~ meters). A near-term goal is a spot diameter of
.1 mil. This goal is close enough at hand to compare TPR and optical-film
systems at far as packing density is concerned using this figure.
Thermoplastic recording has one unique disadvantage that i® not
present in film systems. The de forma ttonti. representing the informstiow
force the plastic material into rldget aloiagside the groove. To avoid
what might be called *'splllovei" it i® necessary to leave a guard band
of approximately two line widths between lines of Infonaation.
*NOTE: This figure and other figures used in thi© section have been
obtained in conversaition with experit'nced engineers at /^PEX
Corporation knowledge.ible in the field of recording syste-as.
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V/fth thl» In miitd, the. packing dctnflity of thermoplastic tape may be
derived In the saiuti rannner as for fllia. A .1 mil spot would permit 10^
lines per inch. This would then need to be divided by three to correct
for spillover tolerance. Thus, a prospective figure for themoplastlc
tape Is 3333 lines per Inch. This Is roughly three tiroes that for a
film system.
The word **8ystem" Is emphasised In this case since It Is generally
conceded that film has a greater packing density than a thermoplastic
tape. That Is, for a given square of film, the number of llnes/raa that
could be laid down Is greater for film than for thermoplastic tape. But
the context here Includes a system. Under this condition, the system
limitations force a stricter Interpretation of the packing density
capability of film.
At present the film slse that could be used for a thermoplastic
system Is conjecture. The 5 Inch figure used here is not meant to be
fact, but simply a comparison figure. The 2 mm of film nominally
allotted on each edge for handling Is Ignored In the calculations.
For 5 Inch film, then, the number of lines that could be %nrltten
across the film Is:
3333 X 5 = 16,666 = 17,000 line®
If the lines represented the resolution of a 40 nautical mile area
in range:
40 6000 ft.
rrz:z"" X — " = 14 . 1 f t
.
17,000 n. mile
At present due to other limitations 6000 lines is predicted for TPR.




Again, It is ctrcs^cd that this is >i ffystcra coraparlscn. Resolution
is a function of contrast ratio. Noise Is generally considered to be
Oaufslan distributed:
e 5.
3 "Ton ^'^ units of
0~
Assuming this distribution, there Is a probability of 0.32 that the
noise will exceed the average; a probability of .0014 that It vlll
exceed 3.2 (10 db) times the average; and a probability of approximately
2 X 10'^^ that it will exceed ten times the average. In any particular
recording scheme the fact that the noise does exceed the difference
between levels does not necessarily indicate it will cause an error.
Whether it will cause an error or not is determined: (I) by the length
of time the noise is larger than this level relative to the length of
time allotted to the slgnel at a particular level (the pulse width), and
18
(2) by the particular recording and detection technique used. The
point is that a 2>l contrast ratio is just about a minimum classification
for resolution. A lO-l ratio, or 20 db, is taore nearly correct.
The discussion of the optical system was based on an analog intensity-
modulated track photographed as it appeared on the face of a CRT. The
figure given assumes a contrast ratio of at least 2-1.
c. Capacity
The Shannon formula modified as in the previous section on film is;
^s - A log2 ( I + ^h\ )
For thermoplastic using the .1 mil spot with the factor of three reduction,
18
D. F, Eldrldge, op. cit., pg 2
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i3llo»>*-Mt.g thQ »i>'.llovcix gattni bi%nd, the 3333 lints/itt. tvi^K-csmnt nn A
of 10 oe3«bi.«:a/8*i. In.
The e/n ratio in tiKvi-woplnttlc reeordtft^ Is « function «f current
denelty (usually amps/cu^), A currirjt density of iO asnp^/ao^ is a
realistic go»l, (Sec Note on page 2 3).
Using Figure 1, th« theoretical optimusa s/n ratio can be found for
a given current density and bandwidth.
2
For instance, if a current density of 10 ampg/cm is chosen, and





10'^ mil^ cbj^ j
cin^ 1.55 mil^ X 10^
The b@am modulation factor, sb^. i® an indication of tht effective area
of th*i beam. Using a realistic factor of m '-- tax offoctivi-
current of .00506 inicrossaps ifi derived.
Entering Figure I with .005 oileroanps, it is seen tbat at IObic
a a/n ratio of roughly 32 db is theoretically realizable. Cutting thl»
figure to allow for almost any system degradation of s/n ratio, the
Shannon foriaula, using a 20 db s/n ratio
,
yields:
Cg = 10 raegablts/tn^ X Log2 H ^ 35 megabits/in^
The 10 ffic figure was chosen to afford a coraparison with the optical-
film system at this frequency. The packing density of that system wat
5.54 raegabits/sq. in. using the s/n ratio of 20 db.
C. Bandwidth
1. Optical-Film Systems
To attempt a detailed description of how the bandwidth of an optical





(gci^ O/xb/^ J57r7/V 0_L ItZ/V-OI?
^dL

•cope of this papei^*
The bandwidth is a function of many el<?nent« of the systcu, Boiae of
which are:
a. De-magnification; that is, the fact that the film is snaller
than the CRT.
b. Ustiii>le lens apperture.
c. The particular batch of phosphor used.
d. Tube life required; that is, the X-ray burn permissible.
e. The photomultlplier used.
f. The transmission of the film.
The maximum output bandwidth of such a system, using a flying spot
*
scanner, is in the neighborhood of 10 mc. An image orthlcon readout
technique might provide a greater bandwidth, but the resolution degrada-
tion would be Intolerable. Therefore, for the resolution required, the
flying spot scanner readout provides the greatest obtainable bandwidth.
It is felt that the 10 mc figure is a fair bandwidth for comparison
with the thermoplastic readout bandwidth. Perhaps the ultimate limitation
in a flying spot scanner is the phosphor. This element in the system
operates at about IX efficiency. Ten years of activity has failed to
improve this figure. Bandwidth improvement could result in systems with
a method of refrigerating or cooling the phosphor, thus allowing greater
beam current without the danger of burning. The disadvantage in this
improvement endeavor lies in the additional equipment involved, and the
improvement is thought to be marginal.
NOTE: A figure obtained in conversation with K. F. Wallace, a Senior
Engineer at Ampex with many years experience in the field of
flying spot scanners. Kr. Wallace has derived a figure for the
maximum usable bandwidth of such a system, taking into account the
many factors involved, in the appendices of an Internal Ampex





There is no such liiiltatioa in electron beoEL readout. While present
optical" film systems hold llttl«3: promise for baudvidth improveoient , the
electron beaia techniques are already surv^esslng 10 mc, and the future seems
to be dependent on engineering and not laedia.
2.. Thernioplastic Bandwidth
a. Bandwidth Constants
In thermoplastic recording, as in film systems, there are a nultitude
of parameters which affect the bandwidth. It is felt that the simplest
way to project what may be done is to derive an empirical expression for
the capacity (in a modified Shannon sense) for the system in tertas of
four key factors: (a) bandwidth, W, (b) beam current density, (J~ ,
(c) spot diameter, D, and (d) s/n ratio, which is in a sense a measure
of sensitivity of the thermcplastic material.
The basis of the calculations is an experimental r^^^dout with the
following parameters:
B U » 50 mc
s/n » 20 db
D " I mil
I = 10 micr^>cmp8
Cr » 1.27 X lO'^ampi per lail^ - 1.98 amps/cm^
Based on the 50 mc bandwidth which raay be represented by 2 x SO x
10 = 10 bits/sec, an empirical constant is obtained as follows:
Using Shannon *s capacity forsMla;
•/bitsX /S + N \ / 8
the capacity of the syst^ bas^-d on the empirical data is:




h more aulcnble constAnC for this system would Include the current.
Thus, for the empirical channel where 10 microaups produced the SO mc
readout at a «/n of 20 db:
/O /ti. rtmp< = I O ~' Coul. /s&C
and:
^ ~ 3.5 KlQ^ hiTs X i s^c. ^ 3,5- X lo'^ ^^^
,ec /O'-^cioul ^ OUL.
The question may arise as to the apparent omission of the spot diameter
in the constant. Actually it is directly a part of the capacity, being
the determining factor for the given current of the s/n. (See packing
density)
Having now obtained the system constant, it is appropriate to
expand it to a usable form for quick computation. That is, it vould be
desirable to have a constant in the form:
K =- 3tT£
where W is the bandwidth in cycles/sec. and the other constants have been
previously defined.
^u =
3.S- X lO '^ Jri-is
sec
wi+lo D \r\ m .'"/.'
uAU -
/3
3.i A lo Mci
Ji-
C-^^ X 1 rr\^c^~ar\
/ o '^ C I'Vi
]
3,3 X 10^




As a check, for o. cr of 1.98 —2 ®"^ a D = I nil.:
cm
irvjc
This checks vlth the Initial conditions. Using these constants, a
family of curves for varying o~ is plotted in Figure 2, using a
s/n of 20 db.
The following hypothetical problem is offered to emphasize the
utility of the constants.
Problem 1 .
2
a. It is felt that 10 amps/cm is a reasonable beam current.
It is desired to reduce the spot size to .1 mil for
packing density purposes while maintaining a s/n ot 20 db.
(iU). What will be the bandwidth under these circumstances?
This example is sufficient to Illustrate the functions of the system
variables. It is obvious that the bandwidth can be raised to 7.6 mega-
cycles by obtaining a beam current density of 30 amps/cm'^. The trade off
of bandwidth for s/n is also readily apparent. If, for instance, we
could accept a s/n of 1, we would have a bandwidth of 8.85 mc. Conversely,
if we ask for a s/n of 15 Instead of 10, we must accept a bandwidth of
2.22 mc.
Another Important factor readily apparent is the fact that bandwidth











nominally leas than 1, when seeking storage capacity. For Instance, if




« 30 amps/cta , and a s/n of 10:
b. Capacity per Unit Width
19
D. F. Eldridge has developed equations to express the information
capacity per unit width of recording media. He has sho%m that the
information capacity per unit width of tape (or per unit area) is greatest
when the tracks are made as narrow as possible. He traces this fact to
the dependence of s/n on track width. This dependence can be shown for
thermoplastic recording as follows
S « signal « k^l ^ k2 uJ
N = noise « k »{ 1 - k^ Vto
where I is beam current and w Is track width.
We will define that w, or track width, or spot diameter, as referred
to in thermoplastic recording, which will yield a s/n rati*- of 1 as w^ .
Then:
From Shannon, the capacity In bits/sec. in a cooinunications channel
f: Cr VV/oCj^ ( /4 ^//^)
^'d. F. Eldridge, op. cit. pg 1
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So the capacity of a thermoplastic channel 1»:
(2= iVlocj, ( / + V ^/^.
)
The capacity per unit width, which is capacity determined on an
area basis, is*
UJ
where m is the number of tracks per unit width.
C^ is obviously a maximum when w is a minimum. For instance, if
w equals w^ ;
Ct=i Vjloc^^a :r ^^
as shown in Eldridge's paper.
Projecting the spot sizt. reduction effort at Ampex, an improvement
from .1 mil to a micron in diameter (1 micron > 0.0394 mils) is within
reason. From the previous derivation, an example of the gain to be
derived from this effort is presented.
Taking 10 mc as the fixed bandwidth, it is desired to show the
improvement in efficiency (capacity per unit width) of a thermoplastic
channel that will be gained by a reduction in a spot diameter from .1 mil
to 0.0394 mils (1 micron). Using Figure III-2 (thus fixing s/n), at
2
W « 10 mc and D= .1 mil, 0" =40 amps/cm , and solving for D if the
s/n ratio is 1:
,\ D - ,053 r^.ls
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Therefore, for this set of conditions at .1 rail ^ I x 10*^ inchetr
10"^ -J
V y ' OS3
, I
= /O" loc^^~37^ 1.2^X^0' Jrli^/s^c/in
Using Figure III -2 again at W - 10 mc and D « I micron, or " approxi-
2
loately 250 amps/oo . Solving for D if the s/n is 1:
cr All ' Ji"oX3.-s-Ar/o^
I)= .jTV m iC roir^^
Therefore, for this set of conditions at 1 micron « 39.4 x 10"^ inches-
Therefore, by affecting a redtsetion in line width or spot size from
.1 mil to 1 micron, the efficiency of the thermoplastie media will
effectively triple.
c. The application of the other points in Eldridge's paper
need no specific tailoring to apply to thermoplastic recording.
He has sho^m that:
(1) Binary recording is more efficient than any system
using higher numerical base if very narrow tracks can be utilized.
(2) Binary recording is more efficient than analog recording
vhen high accuracies or large s/n are desired.
d. This section has put before the reader the basic system
parameters With these in mind, particularly the curves of Figure III-2,
the other parameters of the system Involving the medium and the electron




A. Syats^m Excluftive of Medium
1. Election Beam
a. Deflection Focus Error
The deflection focusing error In an electron gun Is considered first
since at the present time this error Is limiting the number of lines
that can be recorded In a thermoplastic recording system to less than
1000 spot diameters. This Is equivalent to saying that the 5" film
hypothesized in the bandwidth and packing density sections is beyond the
present state of the art; allowing a two mil guard band between lines,
at present only three hundred one mil lines of Information can be recorded
on a film one inch wide. Again this Is a limitation in engineering and
not medium. Active programs are in progrets to engineer electron beam
writers with special deflection and focusing plates to reduce this
limitation.
To be sure this limitation which will be explained below Is present
In optical film systems using a flying spot scanner. But there is an
Important reason why this error 1® isaore g»*riou» In an electron beam
recording system.
In recording on thermoplastic a defocus exposure causing an error
deformation forci^s the plastic material out of the exposed area into
the guard band area. Consequently excessive guard band tmist be reserved
(2-3 line widths). The exposure of guard band area due to defocus errors
not only raises the noise level, but unless sufficient guard band area
Is available, it may deteriorate the signal level by forcing plastic
material into an exposed signal area or by decreasing sensitivity due to
increased forces In the plastic Consequently even a 5X terror in spot
36

focu0 may cause a £orced reduction In tracking density, whereas a 15%
error In optical film systems oiBy be tolerable. (See IV, B, 3, b on
sensitivity)
This liiDitation has forced the use of reduced deflection angle in
EBR on thermoplastic laaterial . (EBR - Electron Beam Recording)
The effect mentioned above causes a loss of resolution at the edges
of the recording area. There are two causes of this effect.
(I) The first cause is explained with the aid of Figure IV-1





The trajectories of edge electrons, as the beam passes frora the deflection
system to the media, are shown for zero and maximum deflection. With no
deflection, the electrons are converged to a point on the screen by the
objective lens. Upon application of deflection voltages, the electrons
are given additional convergence (in the direction of deflection only)
by the deflecting field such that the edge electrons cross over before
reaching the screen. This results in an enlarged spot in the direction
37

of deflection. A qualitative explflnatlon of the effect la that electrons
nearest to the positive deflection plate are at a higher average
pottntlul than other electrons In the beam Consequently they pass
ttirough the deflecting field faster. Since (In the figure) the electro-
static deflection field Is constant in the Y direction, the faster electrons
are deflected less than are those laovlng cnore slowly. Hence, the beam
Is converged by the deflection system and comes to a focus In frout of
the screen.
AD Indicated on the figure Is the deflection for .3 zero spot slse
cit zero deflection. Spot diameter Is defined In many vays. The
generally accepted definition Is the size of a square that, when centered
on the spot, will contain ninety percent of the spot Intensity The
beam cross section Is assumed Gaussian. The spot size Increase, L n~
,
for a Gaussian beam Is the spot size enlargement of interest, j^ D Is a
fvin-rion of a system. The relationship of b. D and^jcrig not linear.
Th method of calculation of these parameters is shown in the litera-
ture. For instance for a O' of 3 mils and a /d D of 5 mils, A<3' ^% about




(2) The second effect is caused by fringing fields. This
effect is due to the aberrations Introduced by fields between two sets
of conventionally designed electrostatic plates.
The effects of the deflection errors are denoted by^cr, and l^o-^.
in Figure IV-2. Those caused by fringe effects are indicated by ZlcTX'
and'^'^a* where V and H represent vertical and horizontal.
This fringing effect becomes more serious in systems using double
20h G. Cooper, "Design of a High Resolution Electrostatic Cathode
Ray Tube for the Flying Spot Store," BSTJ, pg 723-759, May, 1961
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Figure IV-2
The gain In deflection distance afforded by this system, sketched In








b. Other Focua Errors
The errors con8l«Jered above are due to the deflection systera There
are errors Involving the focus of tVie electron beam that produce the sorae
effect as e deflection focus error, » but normally to a lesser degree
It is obvious that the stability of focus can also be affected by
either voltage fluctuations on the focus electrodes or current in the
focus coils, either one of which in turn would depend on the stability
of the driving electronics.
Aside from these errors there is a long list of aberrations that
can occur in lens and gun systems. The taost serious of these Is spherical
aberration which is defined as the inability of a lens to bring all points
of an iiaage to a sharp focus in one plane. The lens spoken of here may
be considered as the focusing deflection plate fo gun systems and the
actual optical lens used in a readout system. Chromatic aberration which
involves focus variation with wavelength is not considered here. All
light sources (phosphor screen for instance) are assumed monochromatic.
Other aberrations such as astigmatism, coma, curvature of field
flare, and curvilinear distortion are treated in the literature (for
instance, see references 21 and 22X Their effects are generally reduced
through careful engineering design. The solutions to the problem of
reducing these aberrations are documented and apply to both systems under
consideration.
The basic problem should be emphasized. The focusing lens system
must be designed to produce a focused spot both small and well defined,
^^"Baslc Photography," Department of the Air Force Manual Number 95-1,
U. S. Government printing Office, September, 1950
^^E. F Denby, "Monochromatic Aberrations of Symmetrical Optical
Systems," Journal of the Optical Society of America, pg 20»31, Jan., 1962
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an-J at t:be satoe ticoe th« lens must have aa Isoage distance long enough
to jft'^vkt' it practical for use in a deflecting system Lenses which
produce a very saiall spot by high power dernagnification tend to have
working distances so short that useful beatv deflections are iDipractical.
c. Spot Position
The two errors noted above are errors in focus causing a change in
spot diameter which affects packing density or by affecting resolution
affects system capacity.
The spot position noise is manifested in wobble (random position
variation) of the electrcn beam at the thermoplastic or screen surface.
The beam deflection is given by:
:0 =
^^A L
where D « deflection
E =» deflection voltage
E^ s acceleration voltage
L - length from deflection plates
L » Length between deflection plates
It can be shown that if Ej^ is derived from E^ errors due to these
sources will cancel
.
Spot position is also affected by magnetic and electrostatic field
pickup. Their effects can be satisfactorily eliminated by proper
shielding.
Assuming, again, a Gaussian distribution for the spot energy centered
about spot center, it can be shown that an error in spot position of
roughly 0.3 spot diameter will cause a decrease in signal-to-noise ratio
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of one tfcfith the peak value.
Comparing the ey»t(P«i«, the fall-off in slgnal-to-nolse ratio la
the sanie Hortnal eiigineerlng practice should prevent apot wobble iroffl
exceeding & I db in 10 db error especially If the atatiatlcal averaging
aapect is considered.
A queetloifl raay arise (as It did with the author) whether this tirae
base error vould not cause a greater error in a thermopla&tic s/stem
employing spot wobble modulation. This i@ a focus-defocus type modula>
tlon using a high frequency Y-axis oscillation to produce a carrier whose
deflection can he amplitude modulated. Thus by varying the carr«;nt per
unit area tnocSulatioa is achieved.
It can be shown that for correct choice of readout spot dtarofcter,
this error la negligible since the lao^Jilation is detected by effective
width and not by the position.
d. Hiffcellaneous Bean Noise
(1) General
Beam noise Is defined here as that error which results in a
variation in spot intensity which for film results in variation In
transmittance and for theriaoplastic results in a variation in depth.
Both optical film sydtesns using a flying spot scanner and thermoplastic
recording using an electron beam require currents in the microaimp
region due resp^^ctively to the 90% or so losss through the phosphor and
to the sensitivity of the thermoplastic av^terlal.
(2) Time of air rival noise is a function of the £>tatistical emission
from a cathode. For a 10 mc bandwidth and a 1/?^ s e current of 10^.«^amp8j this
-9
uoise current is on the order of 10 amps and can be neglected. This
effect could become important if phosphor efficiency iraproved or
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thennopl«8tic aciisitlvlty Improved allowing current reduction,
(3) Partition noi&a io cav^spd by the statistical randomn<-68 In
the amount of the beam Interoected by the various electrodes. This
noise current is less than time of arrival current.
(4) Flicker is low frequency noise contributed by the cathode
due to variation in surface Impurities and slight non-homogeniety over
the cathode emitting area The end product of flicker is time of
arrival noise.
2. Special Optical -Film Parameters
a. Cathode Ray Screens
The ideal screen for the highly critical requirements of photographic
film recording is one which has the proper phosphor spectral emission
and decay characteristics, adequate cathode lu .tilnescent efficiency, very
fine texture, extreme homogeneity, optimum screen and aluminum thickness,
uniformity of that thickness, uniformity of color, and as high a contrast
as is consistent with the above conditions. This general statement is
23
factually substantiated in the literature.
Each of these items is a potential error source lumped into a quantity
in this treatise called screen noise. This noise source is absent in
electron beam recording.
b. Camera Noise
In theriafoplastlc recording the film or tape replaces the cathode
ray screen in FSS-fllm recording The camera which photograjhs the CRT is
thus another noise source not present In electron beam recording D H.
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Kelly has investigated a technique for determining loss of exposure
23Keier Scdowsky, "Cathode Ray Tube and Photographic Film Character-
istics Related to Film Recording for TV," Vol. 70, No. 2, Journal of the
SJiPTE, February, 1961
^**D. H. Kelly, "System Analysis of the Itoto graphic .^rocess II, Transfer
Function Measurewents," Journal o£ the Optical Society of Amerlcal, Vol 51,
No. 3, pg 323-324, March 1961 ^^

contrcst (which Is In effect nlgnal-to-noise ratio lo8«) due to the
camera lens He shows that it la a function of demognification, object
(CRT) distance fron the lens, l.c is aperture (or f nunber since this
number represents the ratio of the focal length of the lens to the
aperture diameter) and the resolution required. Generally his experiments
show that for the 50 lines per lollllfaeter quoted as system resolution for
optical film systems a fall off In relative contrast of about 207. must
be tolerated from CRT screen to film due to the camera This figure is
derived under controlled conditions. It way certainly be agreed that the
figure will vary considerably with condition; again a loss figure of 10^
to 20/i is offered here as a conservative order of magnitude figure. Kelly
states that these losses could be referred to as lens aberration and
diffraction losses, the degree of loss being a function of the parameters
listed above.
3. Film or Tape Transport Errors
a. The systems discussed oiuat Include a mechanism for transport-
ing the film or tape. This probl<:^m falls into the category of engineering
design as opposed to media characteristics.
It is obvious that if a square raster (5 Inches) is being recorded
on the film with line spacing on the order of 2 mils an error in tape
or film n»vement In space ofr
2 X 10-3
X 100 - .04%
will cause a 1007 loss of signal
An error in tape, film, write or read spot speed will also cause
an error. This error will occur in frequency, however.
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In suTltlng or reading le Is possible to loove the cape at such a rate
that the recoird or vead spot n«»ed only move in one plane This is
effjrctive la vaduclng «pot «?fefli?»ctlon errors but Msuiilly places atjvcre
burdens on the tape transport not to laentlon a CRT screen If one is
Involved. (Exotic methods have been developed to solve this latter
problem). Another method is to move the film in frame steps allowing
the write or read gun to scan the frame as In a TV raster pattern. Both
systems require stable transports, stable film dimensions, and accurate
tracking methods.
b. The stability of the transport Involves several things.
Variations affect tape speed Tape speed affects time base which In
effect causes errors in readout due to the time base distortions
Tension variations braking forces, sprocket deformations, guiding skew
errors, capstan or pulley eccentricities, drive motor variations, and
a multitude of other possible stability errors usually lumped into two
words describing high and low frequency errors, flutter and wow, are
reduced through careful engineering. One additional variation in a
thermoplastic s>'stca (besides the requirement for a vacuum svstem) vhich
may cause tension problep^s Is the fact that pinch rollers cannot be used
due to the extreme sensitivity of the pliistlc material. Defonaations of
any nature appear as erroneous information Probably outsi^ed filw will
be used with pinch rollers along the side.
c. One serious problem in all recording media is the tendency of
the media under varying tesision^ enviroraoental and processing conditions
to change dineimsion both longitudinally and vertically These shaoe
changes obviously will produce error« between write and read cycles. In
©ost cf»8f8 their variations are tolerable only to the degree th&t they
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arfe mea«uraMft. That l«, it tiiteaeureihlo, corrections ar« possible. Loiig-
icndinal variations art* norn»ally detectable by identifying niarkers
vritten along the edtje of the itllra at ticcurately timed Intervals,
Vertical variations are not serious. Shew variations where one side of
the film or both sides shift with respect to the middle are Intolerable.
Thermoplastic, due to its development under conditions involving aeat,
while under tension, nay be subject to more serious variations than film,
however, thermoplastic has a unique advantage in this respect over filtn.
This advantage along with the dry processing advantage at the present
(while spot diameter-scan problems remain unsolved) render thermoplastic
a competitive recording media. It is discussed below.
d. It is possible to track Information on a tharmoplastic
recording continuously. No other recording process offers this advantage.
By the nature of the deformation light is refracted by, or electrons are
emitted from both sides of the recorded line of information. By a
continuous servoing of the readout spot to maintain equal output from
both sides of the groove the spot can be made to track the infors&ation
Thus, just as in film tracking systemii, the informatl\^n line may be
identified by a mark on the edge of the film (or both edges) to which
the read head or spot may be made to flyback. The film readout must then
occur based on this Initiating reference marker. Theraioplastic readout
needs only a start marker. It is then self-correcting In high packing
density processes a small filo ^kew may cause partial loss of film







Tht* purpose of this section is to indicate that thermoplastic taaterial
offers by the nature of an effective finer grain, a less noisy recording
medium than photographic film. The reader may easily dispute specific
numbers which have been obtained from references which themselves admit
to wide latitude. The order of magnitude is important.
It has generally been considered that the grain is the unit of
photographic action and that developability is not transferred from one
grain to another. This may not be true; it may be that when two or
more grains form a clump, they develop as a unit. But if the "clump,"
theory is true, it will merely increase the granularity of film,
b. Grain
Most photographic images appear to the naked eye to be homogeneous.
When magnified, however, they are seen to be inhomogeneous arrangements
of grains in a matrix. The impression of non-uniformity in the image
produced on the consciousness of the observer when such an image is
viewed is termed graininess. The term granularity is used to designate
the objective aspects of these inhomogeneit Les in terms of spatial
variations in the transmitting or reflecting properties of the image. It
is the objective granularity that is of interest in this section. It
has a bearing on the real signal -to-noise ratio.
25
The methods of evaluating granularity are treated in the literature.
25c. E. K. Mees, "The Theory of the Photographic Process," The
MacMillan Company, pg 981 - 1000, 1954
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it l» hypothesized here that the nolac level of a film is ncoportlonal
to the grain diameter. This seema lofilcal. The light sensitive silver
halide grains supported in a gelatin etaulsion on cellulose acetate are
rcduce't to metallic silver grains through exposure. This reduction is
siade visible through development. The more halide affected by light, the
darker or denser that area of the negative will be. Density refers to
the amount of metallic silver grains contained in the emulsion.
The more grains per given area, the less will be the Inhomogeneities
in terms of spatial variations in the transmitting or reflecting properties
of the image and the more efficient will be the signal detection. The
larger the grain diameter, the lower the density of grains and therefore,
as hypothesized, the higher the noise level of the film.
Industrial fine grain films have 30 to 50 million grains per square
millimeter. Using the 50 x 10 figure and hypothesizing a square grain,
the smallest grain diameter will be .14 microns This figure will be
used to compare film and thermoplastic material. The coarsest grain in
3photographic materials are only a few microns in diameter.
c. Thermoplastic Grain
The sensitive material or therreoplastic material in thermoplastic
film is a polystyrene (P. S.). It may, of course, be some other plastic
material . (As a stunt a recording was made on Wildroot Cream Oil hair
tonic). The polystyrene molecular weight is on the order of 30,000 -




C- A. Fobras and J. N. Lawrence, "Advances in Biological and
Medical Physics," Academic Press, Vol VI, pg 213, 1958
27m€C8, Op. clt., pg 974
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It lo hypothi-Slzed cUat the molecule of polystyrene Ls the smallest
unit of thermoplastic action and that developability and deformabll ity
Is not transferred from molecule to uolecule. Again it is hypothesized
thAt the noise level of thermoplastic flloi is proportional to the dIaD\eter
of the soallest unit of action, in this case the molecules. This too is
logical. Any non-unifonnit> in'^etween molecules will result in non-
uniform grooves upon developing the thermoplastic. This non«uni forralty
will result in a readout error caused in an optical readout by erroneous
refraction of the light or in a secondary anission readout system by
erroneous trajectories of the secondary electrons.
To calculate the diameter of polystyrene molecule, the largest
molecular weight will be chosen. This will result in a comparison of
the noisiest themnplastic with the least noisy film. The procedure is
chosen to allow the widest latitude in possible number errors. Again,
the main objective is to demonstrate that thermoplastic film is less
noisy than photographic film.
-24
Constants- Mass of Hydrogen atom'-l . 66 x 10 grams
Molecular Weight of P. S. -^ 5.0 x 10 atoias/ool
Density of P. S. - 0.9 grams /cm^
Calculation:
Weight of P.S. - (^AJ^.'^-^^S ''^ ^ SZOX io'^<^'ti,.^s
Volume of P.S. molecule «
Assuming a cube as a square was assumed for film:
Diameter of a molecule = V-^TJ/^/i) t:**! ^/^ J!l. .- V.5'3 .^»i Jljr%«cv-t-/
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Had the figure of 20,000 been chosen for molecular weight, a dlaraeter
of 3.34 millimicrons would have resulted,
d. Comparlsoa
The following assuenptlons are made based upon the stated hypotheses
''8"*^fii«-' ^, 4 - ^^: W'
signal^ p - jj^^ A/aj - k I '^r
N«i«*fii« kf^-yf^c ^ iv, ^1%
Nolse^ p = ^.^ Y /v, ^ kr, V S^
where: All k values are constants of proportionality
T - therooplestic
G " grain of silver
F ' film
M » molecule of polystyrene
N ~ noise
S » i»lgnal
The ratio of signal-to>nolse ratio of thermoplastic to that of photo*
graphic film is then-
The product of the constants is assumed equal to one for practical purposes.
This would Indeed be true, if the ratios of the signal and noise
constants of each system are equal.
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Using the derived diameters of D^ « .14 mlcrona and D« « 4.53 x 10"^
micronft, the ratio uf slgnal-to-noise ratios is then
This is a conservative figure. It might be stated that this indicates
that thermoplastic film is roughly five times more efficient in transform-
ing a time signal to a spatial signal than photgraphlc file: in regard
to signal deterioration due to granular media noise
2. Transfer Characteristics
a . General
(I) The preceding section described the effect of granularity on
signal-to-noise ratio of film systems and thermoplastic recording systems.
Granularity is one of the factors which has a bearing on the change in
output of the system as referred to a given change in input; i.e., the
transfer characteristic of the system. Transfer characteristics depend
not only on the emulsion of plastic but also on the processing of the
recorded signal. It is the purpose of this section to note some of the
factors involved in determining the transfer ciiaracterlsties. This section
is included in the discussion of system parameters since in both film and
thermoplastic media the transfer characteristic ooay be used to indicate
absolute output for given input The loss of signal as a result of
transfer from input to output may be considered as a deterioration of
signal-to-noise ratio due to media and/or processing.
(2) Film and thermoplastic cape are similar in general In that:
(a) Sensitivity which might be defined in transfer character-
istic terms as a signal -to-noise ratio out for a given signal >to»noi8e




miliary recomialssance systems use film defined by the Industry as lov
resolution (60 llnes/nra) . For instance, Ansco Hyscan (50 lines/tna) is
used in systems under consideration at the University of Michigan. The
high signal 'to -noise ratio afforded through the use of low resolution
film is necessviry in the analog system to provide the required number of
shades of grey for target ideatlflcat'.on.
(b) Developing time in film systems is a function of
sensitivity in that for a given output a shorter development time is
required for a more sensitive fllcD. This also is true for thenBo«
plastic materials but in a different sense. Development time Is
Important when short scan to view times are required
(3) Gamma
By exposing film or thermoplastic In accurately graduated steps
the characteristic of the media may be obtained, photographic practice
Is to plot density against log exposure, where density is defined as the
log to the base 10 o€ the reciprocal of transmission This gives a
straight line law for the major portion of the transfer characteristic.
The slope of the straight line portion of the curve is usually referred
to as "gafflEna." Gaosaa is normally used to define the transfer characteristic,
A gaosDa of one would indicate that a 20% change in input to the systef«
would give a 207e change in output.
In thermoplastic recording the practice in experiments conducted to
date has been to plot log line brightness (a function of signal -to -noise
ratio) versus log exposure current. The same straight line characteristic
is observed and gaasna is again defined as the slope of this portion.
^"Personal conversation with A. Falurenbach, technical sales engineer




2QKelly has measured film loss for various films exclusive of camera
and processing. He obtained a function, plotted much like the frequency
response curves of an amplifier. Indicating the fall off of transfer
function (or relative contrast) with resolution. He also showed curves
obtained for processing exclusive of film. The end result indicates
a narked deterioration in contrast from input contrast at the rated
resolution of the film. His curves also indicate that some of this
contrast loss can be regained in processing. An over-all loss of 50%
at rated resolution is indicated. This figure is the result of controlled
experimentation. The value Is given here merely to make a point. Resolu-
tion is apparently different things to different people. In quoting
resolution figures, It Is well to note the source. Electronics engineers
tend to be conservative In their claims; film people tend to be liberal.
The transfer characteristic of film is usually plotted as noted in
a. above. It is in actuality a determination of the character of the
emulsion, such as the type of developing solution, time, temperature, the
kind and rate of agitation during processing, the type of emulsion, the
wavelength of light used to expose, and the exposures. These factors
are not considered specifically.
30Mees covers the theory of processing thoroughly. The brief points
made below are based primarily on this reference. The assumption is made
that the desired ganaoa is known, thus fixing exposure, development time,
developer, etc. The discussion concerns the inaccuracies possible. The
^^Kelly, op.clt. pg. 328-330
^^ees, op. cit., pg. 163-344
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non*unifortnltLe8 that way occur in filma are a fuactlon of emulsion and
development. Without going into great detail, it it aasumed that the
noise created by non>unifoni!>i grain size (gamma decreases as grain size
increases), and non*uni£orta emulsion thickness (gamma increases as emulsion
thickness increases, but approaches a limit) can be neglected since,
generally a medium gamma emulsion (and processing) would be desirable for
an analog photograph of an intensity modulated CRT (say .6 • .3). There-
fore, small fluctuations in gamea would not yield serious errors.
The chemical processing materials which may include reducers,
accelerators, preservative, restrainers, rinsers, and fixers can create
32
a major problem in military systems. In a recent article comparing
wet and dry develofMaent processes the author sums up the problem.
Mechanization difficulties of wet processing and logistics
problems of the expendable solutions have created the requlressients
for other photosensitive recording methods v*hich utilize either dry




High speed processing requires rapid development and depending on the
use, rapid fixing, washing and drying. The more complete the procedure,
the more permanent the result. The limitations occur in the chemicals
required in storage and the disposal of the used chemicals Furthermore
there is a fundamental limitation on the emulsion response.
31
Dept. of Air Force, op. cit. pg. 35-39
^^R L. Knehn, "A comparison of Wet and Dry linage Development for
Data Displays,'* Conference Proceedings, National Winter Convention on
Military Electonics pg. 132-133, February, 1962
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The general conclusion to be drawn fronx the above 1« that through
proper procetis control and eimjlslon selection the fllbii lo6» in regard to
signal -to-nol»e ratio can be reduced to tolerable levels (i.e., a 10 db
signal-to-noise ratio output is possible). The important points are:
(1) The controlling factors evolve around the trade off
requlrt-Ments between resolution, sensitivity and developing time, and
(2) the processing materials create a ntajor logistics problem.
c. Thermoplastic
(I) The tran«Cer characteristics of film are determined
through the use of a light source and a suitable photo-electric device.
The transfer characteristics of a theroioplastic film may be determined
using a Schlleren optical system. This systeEjjby measuring the amount
of light refracted around a light stop by a groove in the thermoplastic
surface effectively measures the groove depth as a function of the slope
of the groove side A very important distinction must be ftiade between
the determining of transfer characteristics of thertooplastic and the
deterraining of film characteristics. The thermoplastic characteristic
is quite dependent upon readout technique. That is, there will be a
different characteristic obtained if an electronic readout is used
Instead of an optical readout. However, it is the purpose of this section
to note some of the. factors in therwjiplastic which affect the character-
istic. Their effects will be present regardless of readout technique.
Appendix A details experimental work done at Ampex Corporation In the
field of transfer characteristics detertaination as a function of some of
the parameters involved The results of this experimentation along with
previously determined results will be presented in this section.
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(2) It is always quite difficult to present mnobers because
they are often assumed to be gospel. As an Idt-a of order of magnitude
of the transfer loss in signal -to-noise ratio In therraoplasltc tape using
a schlleren optical readout, the following one point analysis is
presented.
A single line was written on a glass slide coated with thermo-
plastic material using a spot diameter of one mil and a current of 2 amps.
The line was .224 inches long and written in 2 5/4 sec
The writing rate is therefore?
224 mils Spot diameters
= 9 X 10^ —
25^ sec>i.» sec
which is equivalent to 4.5 mc writing speed assuming two diameters per
cycle. Using Figure III-l, the theoretical signal-to-noise ratio based
solely on beam noise (no modulation) is approximately 60 db. Using a
simple schlleren readout and recording on a line chart display a contrast
ratio of about 13 to I or about 22 db was obtained. This represented
roughly a 40 db attenuation due to medium and readout. Using the same
slide but an improved schlleren microscope a 50 to 1 contrast ratio was
obtained. This represents 34 db. The readout factor is obvious in this
example.
(3) The experimental slides were developed by measut ing the
resistance of the slide and computing the voltage required to pass a
given current through the slide. Both the current and the duration of
time for which the potential is applied may be varied
In order to determine the transfer characteristic of thermoplastic
material a firm control of parameters must be possible. For instance the
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ithicknf!98 of coating, spot else, defle^^t! md if possible, slide
resistance must be held cont^t^^aH If the ti-,;,.., .i characteristic as a
function of beam current is «ies!ired. Even then it Is found that a 5 - 101&
variation will result from operator to operator In the schlleren readout
system.
Also, if the reference base Is to be exposure (current density)
a decision must be made as to whst method will be used to vary the
current density. For Instance, asiuwing a constant beam voltage, then
charge per unit area is proportional to the current for a given titae.
Thus, one may vary the beam current or sweep speed. The experinent
conducted was based on varying beeja current. Future experiments will vsry
sweep speed.
There are several effects which in general characterized the twenty-
two slides tested. For one thisig a gatwration level was apparent in the
area of 2m amps. That is, further exposure would not produce greater
output regardless of development.
The ganraa of a film emulsiim lti&reaii€S with development time to
a level called gamma infinity. This is explained by the fact that the
most active grains in the development process are those most exposed. For
greater exposure, there are more setlv@ grains. Thus, when developing,
more exposed grains develop to a greater extent than do less exposed areas.
Thus, the peak of the characteristic is ralised to a greater degree than
is the toe or low exposure ares, effectively raising gaona.
The experiments conducted with thermoplastic material indicate that
gasxaa decreases with Increased development time. The explanation offered
here is the author's theory. Apparently the saturation level of thermo-
plastic material decreases as developoieat time Increases. This effect was
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noted In uiany of the high contrast tildes. Tt 1« possible that the same
grain activity th«»ory applies to thermoplastic. However, It s&eros that
the lowered saturation level prevents the peak of the chcracteristic
curve from increasing to the extent that the toe portions increase, thus,
lowering gannma.
In filin eaiulsioiis, it was noted that gacsna increased with eonalslon
thickness The experltaents conducted were designed to test this
phenomena In thermoplastic material. It Is felt that the data obtained
In respect to this varlatlor Is inconclusive. The resistance of the
slide varied, This is corrected in development by substituting resistance
In serle; with l:he slide before developing. However, the substitution
curves appear In retrospect to be slightly in error Also local variations
In slide resistance appear to have caused spot variations In developsaeot
.
These factors tf-nd to obscure the variation of gaiurna with emulsion thick-
ness. It is apparent ttuit this variation must also be considered as a
noise source In the thermoplastic process. The slide thickness in the
experiment varied from .383 to 627 mils. It was theorized that Increased
thermoplastic thickness would decrease gemma. This theory is based on
two ideas- (I) a greater thickness woald result in a greater oass to heat
which would tend to redu e line brightness for a given development. The
peaks at high exposure would fall, but those at \o'4 exposure would be lost
In background giving an apparent decreast: in gamma. (2) The distance
between the charge and its image would Increase. This woul«J reduce the
attractive force thus reducing line brightness. Again background would
obscure ch^sv,* s at the tort of the c^rtaracterlstic.
There did not appear to be local variation in thermoplastic thickness.
Thus corrections for these variations could be made in beam current or
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development time for a given reel of fllta.
As noted above alldle resistfiuce may vary. This reaJ.stance ia a
function of the conductive coejting applied to allow clevelopmeut current
to heat the slide. It Is apparent that future methods for developenent
will not Include conductive coatings for development. A hot air, gas, or
Infrared heat source may be used In the experiment conducted gamma ^ In
general decreased as resistance Increased. This Is apparently a function
of the decrease of gatana with Increased heat of development Indicating a
failure of the compensation curves
There were other errors noted which may or may not affect future
therwoplsstlc systems. The 5 - 10% error noticed between two experienced
operators setting up the schlieren systeoi and reading the same slide
could be obviated In an electronic readout system, which most certainly
will be the system used. The slides alao were affected by random dust
which tended to give different readings for different parts of the raster.
This was tested and a 57« variation noted.
It Is felt that In comparing film and thermoplastic transfer chai'acter-
istlcs it 1® important to note that the characteristics of both systems
are controlled through parameters of the system. These parameters in
general are sources of inaccuracy only In the sense that they are not
properly controlled
(4) Perhaps one of the great, if not the great advantage of
thermoplastic recordings Is the dry processing characteristic. The
chemical storage and disposal probl etns are absent In thermoplastic record*
Ings. But before the reader runs out to buy the systeia it should be
pointed out that the equipment required to pump the entire recording
system down to the required 10 ram of mercury may offer more of a logistics
problem than the film processing equipmevnt. A 50 mlllsec processing time,





Sensitivity is aometiiaes called the speed of an e;niulsion. It
refers to the sensitivity of an eomlaiion to light. The relative exposure
required to product; a given density on two different emulsions is a
measure of their relative sensitivity. The less exposure required, the
more sensitive or faster the filra.
The effective sensitivity of a photographic material depends upon
the result required and the exact way in which it is used. The relative
sensitivity of emulsions is not constant for different intensity levels
2>
Figure IV -4
Thus, in Figure TV-4, the emulsion 'A* would be less sensitive for the
requirements than B , For density requirements below the Intersection
a' would be more sensitive than ' B , In 1959, a 3,000 - ASA film was
developed with a writing rate 8-10 times higher than any previous film.
This was a product of the demand for photographic emulsions fast enough
to record short duration pulses, particularly those in the sub«nanosecond
regions Advanced developments in accelerating potentials and frequency
capabilities of modern cathode ray oscilloscopes often svtrpassed the
recording capability of available films.
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'fodny an even faster film with an ASA equivalent to 10,000 Is
fjvflllable.
It is desirable to increase sensitivity for a number of reasons.
For one thing as the characteristic moves to thu left on a density - log
E curve, sensitivity has increased. Development produces an affective
sensitivity increase. Shorter development times for the saiae efftcctlve
sensitivity are possible x^rith higher speed film. Also, lower CRO beam
intensities are possible with more sensitive film. This prevents
Interference from fuzziness (light scattering), jitter, and other
undesirable effects.
Most important, higher sensitivity allows greater sweep or writing
speed. For instance, by producing an emulsion with an ASA rating of
10,000 an increase in writing speed of one and one-half over the 3,000
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ASA emulsion was affected. Also 75% less exposure for the same
density v.'as required for the higher speed film.
The term "Maximum Writing Rate" Is usually defined as, "The
rmximum spot speed which produces a line at a given density on a photo-
graphic negative." The ASA rating difference betvjeen two films ttoes
not necessarily reflect the true qualitative relationship in their max-
imum writing rates. As noted the denlsty and thickness of emulsion
varies from film type to film type consequently, the maximum spot
speed required to produce a discernible trace can also vary from one
filra to another even if both films have the s&ee ASA rating
^^R. Thom*is Pierce, Jr., "High-Writing - Speed Film for CRO



















Characteristic (II & D) Curve
Figure IV - 5
The speed or sensitivity of a film is based on a calculation made
fron the average slope of a selected portion of the H & D curve. This
slope point is taken for the ASA index as that point where the slope of
the characteristic curve is 3/10 of the slope of the straight line
portion of the curve. Suppose the exposure at this point was 01
meter candle seconds. l/E -^ 100. The speed is usually corrected by a
safety factor of 2.5 (this has been lowered recently to 1.25). Thus,
the speed of this emulsion in the ASA sense would be 40. For the
highly sensitive films used in aerial mapping with ratings of 10,000
the exposure would be 4X 10 meter candle seconds,
b. Thermoplastic Sensitivity
Dr. W. E. Glenn, the inventor of TPR, has derived an approximate
expression for the sensitivity of thermoplastic in terms of the current
2density in amps/cm*' required to produce a deformation on an insulating
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liquid of wavelength W and depth A:
iVt- ^ '' - c^^
where £ = dielectric constant
T ^ surface tension in dynes/cm
X = dwell time of spot in seconds.
This expression was derived by equating the electrostatic forces
produced by the charge pattern to the restoring forces. The restoring
forces consist of hydrostatic pressure in the liquid, and surface tension
forces. Glenn itnade three simplifying assumptions in deriving the above
equations:
(1) the profile of the liquid can be represented by a pair
of parabolas
(2) the charge is deposited on the surface in a square of
wavelength W, and
(3) The field lines are parallel.
This expression is not believed to hold when the depth of penetration
of the writing electron^ is an appreciable fraction of the wavelength
W (which is roughly analogous to spot diameter).
The equation is descriptive of the parameter® affecting the
sensitivity of thermoplastic recording processes. The dwell tiue t is
the bandwidth function. For instance, to decrease dwell time increasing
frequency the current density must increase, the surface tension must
decrease, the depth of the groove (signal- to-noiee ratio) must decrease,
or the spot diameter must increase.
This points out nicely the trade off required between sensitivity
and resolution. It is also appropriate to repeat the severe limitation
in thermoplastic due to deflection defocus. As the de focus error increases
with deflection angle. W increases. Assuming a constant current
density, it is obvious that for a given thermoplastic end a given
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bandwldcU or »weep speed (dwell time), there Is a drop off in signal
to noise iratlo or depth, proportional to spot detocus. There Is
ftctually an added factor which tends to decrease sensitivity. That io,
as defocua occurs the ripple or groove diameter (W) increases forcing
plastic into the guard band. The next or adjacent deformation must
occur against an added force. It might be said that in addition to
an increase in W due to spot spread, an effective decrease in A^2
(the inverse to the increase in area to be moved) has occurred. Thus
the effect of thcrnnoplastic defocus errors is greater than the effect
in photographic systems.
C. Section Sumosary
This section has brought before the reader some of the internal
system parameters including the problems associated with the electron
beam and those associated with the medium. The parameters associated
with the FSS-fllm system were presented to indicate not only the
advantage of the TPR system in specific areas, but also to indicate
the similarity in the problems associated with the two systems.
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V^ Sunmary and Cone
J
A, Adv/intagea of a Theriooplasclc Recording System
1, Packing Density
High resolutions are possible In llnes/mn, Infomatlon density,
or bandwidth. Readout has been achieved in the laboratory of SOqc
information. A prospective figure for TPR is 3000 lines of informtitlon
per Inch or 130 lines per oia. This Is significant In comparison to an
FSS-film system where 50 llnes/nm Is state of the art as is a lOmc
bandwidth. The capacity of a TPR system tias ehovn to be 35 megabits
per square Inch as compared to 5,54 megabits per square inch for FSS°
fiUi systems at a 20db signal to noi^e ratio-,
2, Dry procestlng, short e-xpomite to view time
The dry processing advantage (30>80 mlllseconds) of TPR over
the 2-3 tninyte processing time required for film was poit^ted out« This
v/ill enable display of taioriiatlon sc th« sgame time as it i^ recorded,
for practicsl purposes. Also the logistics problem of carrying
procegsing chemicals Is obvi^tedo
3-. Eraseability
Thermoplastie recordings are eraseable and may be reused. This
also will enable localized editing,
4, Opttcal and electt-roatc readout
Thermoplastic recordings may be read using optical or electronic
techniques. The electronic readout techniques offer advantages in




Thermoplastic recordings were shown to be roughly five times
more efficient in transforming time signals to spatial signals than
photographic film in regard to signal to noise ratio deterioration
due to granular medium noise.
6. System loss
When compared to FSS-fllm systems, the direct electron beam TPR
system offers the advantage of being able to eliminate the inefficient
cathode ray tube phosphor as well as the lossy camera and lens. The
electron beam current in the FSS-film system may have to be several
times that used in direct electron beam recordiiig. For a given current
the dynamic range of the TPR system promises to be greater than an
FSS-film system.




This section is labeled "problem areas" rather than "disadvantages"
since many of the difficulties are a function of the embryo state of
the TPR art. As more effort is devoted to solving the fundamental
problems associated with the art, these '"disadvantages" may well disappear,
2. Vacuum requirements
The advantage in not requiring chemicals for processing may be
offset by the requiremient to keep the recording and readout elements
under vacuum,
3. Medium sensitivity (fragility)
The thermoplastic material is quite sensitive to contamination.
Any scratch, mark or dust particle will present an erroneous indication
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of Information. Also the materials used at the present tine are somewhat
subject to gradual erasing over extended periods of time at room
temperature.
4. Stability
As the packing density increases In any syi»tem the requirement for
system stability, I.e., transport errors, beam Jitter etc., becomes
Increasingly critical. In TPR the heating of the film to develop the
Information may cause stretch problems not part of normal film develop-
ing problems.
5. Guard Band
A guard band of approximately two line widths is required to
provide space for the deposed plastic. This reduces packing density.
It should be mentioned that uhcn systems are considered « thermoplastic
systems even with the guard band reduction, still have greater packing
density than any other recording sygcem. The deposed plaetic, however,
adds to the de focus problem as mentioned belov?.
6. De focusing
It was pointed out that an inherent defocus error is introduced in
an electron beam system a@ a function of scan angle from centerline. Due
to the guard band requirements in TPR the defocus error is more serious
in this system than in an FSS-^flim system. At present the maximum scan
width of an electron beam system Is about 1,000 lines. This is a
serious problem. The general attack on this problem has been in the
area of deflection system design to reduce deflection defocus.
7. Medium characteristics.
This is a problem area in that nouch information is lacking a® to
the thermoplastic film transfer characteristics. For Instance, in
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experlni>et%t@ (e;o![!id»cted uttlng optleai readout, a 34db attenuation du« to
medium mid readout technique was observed. Work In reducing this factor
Is In progress. The transfer characteristic %ms noted to be a function
of:
a. Readout technique and equlpmant




f. Record current and current density
The various parameters above tmst be attacked individually and
definitive information obtali%@d ab)oat e&<&h && to its function in the
system.
C. Recoonendatlon for future field trips
1, The author feels th®t th® particular group working on thertao-
plastlc recording at Ampeac Corporation offers tfet @ngineering student
a unique opportunity to receive an enlightening industrial internship.
There are several reasottss £®r thi®.
a„ The group is made up of people with a variisty of engineering
backgrounds to satisfy the process requirement® for engineering ""luiow-
how" in the following are«i®5 to aafoe a f@w: wechsnlcal engineering,
chemistry. Information theory, system design and engineering, electron
guns and optics, material and equipment selection and procurement, sales*
manship, and electronic circuitry design and fabrication,
b. The group is small (about fifteen engineers). It is possible
to become acquainted with all of the elements Involved to get the
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overall picture as well a® the problems atsociated with a specific
project.
c. The group uperate® in a research atmosphere with a "Try
anything" attitude. The exchange of ideas is free and stimulating.
2. There are many areas for future thesis work with this group.
They range in scope from broad coverage of applications to specific





The specific project on which the writer worked during the
industrial tour with Ampex Corporation i@ described in this Appendix.
It is significant to mention that the experiment conducted was in
conjunction with a WADD contract with Ampex to develop techniques for
the evaluation of thermoplastic storage media. One of the readout
techniques involved the use of a Schlieren microscope which is referred
to as a densitometer in this appendix. Figure A«l is a sketch of the
densitometer elements. Figure A-2 is a drawing of the assembly.
Figure A-3 is a drawing of a typical experimental glass slide makeup,
and Figure A-4 is a raster recorclng on such a slide. The project
involved the development of techniques for operating the densitometer
assembly to provide maximum repeatability. It also involved an
investigation of medium variables as to their effect on line bright-
ness (groove depth) which in a sense may be thought of as contrast
ratio.
The development of the operating techniques was a long and tedious
process. Without going into great detail it involved:
1. Variation of aperture (iris, see Figure A-l) to obtain optioKim
brightness, all other elements being fixed.
2. Standardization of focus techniques. A mechanical technique
was developed to remove the human element.
3. Determination of variability due to different starting positions
on the slide.
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5. Variation of pinhole size to optimise output.
6. Variation of light intensity to miniizil£e fluctuations due to
power supply and system drift.
7. Data taking and data plotting te€hoi<^u«g to yield maximum
reproduceability.
The following section describes the equipment and techniques that
finally evolved. In general it is a copy ol the operating technique
instructions written by the author for inclusion in the preliminary
report delivered with the equipment to WAW,
At the start of the experiments th@ teehoique and operstlng errors
produced a 30-40% variation in repeatability using the same raster.
These variations were reduced to 5X prior to delivery of the eqyipaient
providing the Schlieren setup was not chassged.
In the following section a four raster slide is discussed. la
general, four rasters each of four 1 lutes (l^ite&d of teni lines as
shown in Figure A«4) were recorded on a sioglt: glass slide., Each





a. The densitometer assembly obtains quantative information on the
Line brightness of a recording. It comprises a Schleiren microscope
with which the slides can be examined in a semi>autofaated fashion plus
a recorder which produces a strip chart of the point-by-point brightness
of the recording. The optical system in the microscope ii analagous to
the Schleiren projection systems which are normally used for projecting
thermoplastic recordings. The stage of the microscope is driven by a
timing motor which drives the slide through the optical probing point
at a uniform rate. Various controls are provided for adjusting the
level of the strip chart recording trace to an appropriate amplitude
for the work being done. The slide being measured can also be observed
visually on an inclined screen in the microscope barrel through an
eyepiece.
b. Units comprising densitometer assembly.
(1) Densitometer microscope assembly, Tiyoda model BSZllOO. (Fig. A-2)
(2) Photometer, Universal, model 201, Eldorado.
(3) Strip chart recorder, Varian model GllA.
(4) Control box assembly. (Fig. A-5)
2. Physical Description
a. Densitometer microscope assembly.
This assembly includes the photo-^mtltiplier housing, the lamp holder
assembly, the mechanical stage assembly, the aperture assembly, centering
mount with condensing lens, the microscope, an io^ge screen with a twelve
























(with black Lettering) No. 116397 and an unntodlfled obj<fCtivc (with red
lettering) No. 112463.
b. Control Box As&eQibly
Thie unit houses the filament transformer for the Zeiss 6 volt
15 watt lamp providing. In addition to full pov/er, a center tap connec-
tion through a toggle switch for half-power focusing Intensity. The
unit also provides an outlet, through a twitch, for the mechanical
stage drive motor, and provides a high voltage "In" signal "out"
receptacle for the four-prong photo-roultlpller plug.
3. Setting Up the Assembly
a. General
*
Check that the carriage drive motor is disengaged (Lever L Down)
.
Plug the two-pronged lamp plug Into the control box. Plug the carriage
drive motor cord Into the lootor cord from the control box. Insert the
four-pronged photo-multiplier plug into the receptacle in the control
box. Insert the female high voltage cable connect and male signal cable
connect leading out of the control box into the respective receptacles
at the rear of tht photosseter. Connect thfe positive and negative monitor
outputs of the photometer to the respective inputs of the recorder.
Ground the photometer chassis to the recorder ground. Connect the
recorder, photometer, and control box to a 117V AC source. Turn the
lamp and motor switches on. Place the lamp "high-low" switch in low.
(The high position should only be used for short periods of time If
required for focusing.) The recorder and photometer maniial give switch
and dial positions for placing these equipments in operation.
*Note: All letters refer to Figure A-2
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b. The Denttitoaieter Microscope Aasetnbly (Refer to l-lg:ut»; <<-2>
(1) Iriie.iall Conditions are as t'ollovs: photo-uiultipLler housing
(A) off, Ifiiage screen out, sp^irture knob (B) on the ted dot, Schlieren
td^isk o^jtctive (black lettering) in place (C). and carriage clear (no
slide).
(2) Setting the Schlieren
(a) Rough set-up
Sight flotm the microscope trunk froa the top. By adjusting the
li-Y position o£ tha light image using the two kncbs from the center Log
isiaunt (f), position the light so that the Schlieren umsK (black spot)
and the light roughly coincide as far as X-Y position Is concerned. Kow
focus the light on the Schlieren nsask using kntb (E) . The focue is
correct if, when aoving the head froia side to side, while observing
the plane of the mask, the taasli and light appear to move together.
Experience has shown that the focus is correct when the scribe in the
black line (D) Is opposite the "l" on the scale on the housing. The
obs€rvc?r will no«' see a small concentric halo around the mask.
(b) Fine Set«up
Place the ioage screen on the 45** ledge at the top of the scope
tube vith the vhite paper side down. Put the photo-multiplier housing
(A) secureli' in place. Place a stnall cap over the eye piece (3), Adjust
the photometer raage to achieve a suitable deflection (about raid-scale
at "I" range). By using the centering knob (F) carefully adjust the
XY position of the light to achieve a sharp null on the photometer. The
visual positioning in (A) above should hiave set the visual Schlieren
close to a null.
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c. The Recorder and Photometer
(L) Zero and Full Scale Adjustnients
(a) Turn the photometer range knob to "off". Adjust the
meter to zero. Adjust the chart recorder to zero.
(b) Turn the photometer range knob to "10". Place the
slide to be read in the carriage with the thermoplastic coating up.
If the slide lias several rasters each containing several lines, and
if the raster with the heaviest exposure is at the observer's right
hand, facing the densitometer microscope, as in the figure, the
motor will drive the slide so as to record the lines in order of
decreasing exposure. Sight through the eyepiece (G) and focus on
dust on the slide using the coarse knob (H) and the fine knob (I).
The slide vnay be positioned under the objective by knobs (J) and
(K) . Move the slide so that the pin-hole (seen through (G» is not
on or near a line. Midway between two lines is a good position.
Place the standard objective lens (with red lettering) in the
optical path (C) . Usicig the sensitivity knob on the photometer (or,
if neceiisary, the high voltage screw driver adjustment on the back)
bring the needle to "100" or full scale. Using the "Calibrate" screw
driver adjustment, adjust the chart recorder so that it reads the same
as the meter needle. Now using only the sensitivity knob on the
photometer, drop the scale reading (still focused on dust midway
between lines) to about 95.
The assembly is now set up to read a slide. Re-setting is not
necessary unless obvious changes occur. For instance, the next slide
may peg the needle on the photometer when the straight objective is
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focused on dust. The only change required in the set up Is to drop
the sensitivity to 95 again.
4. Procedure for Reading a Slide
a . Focus
(1) Put the Schlieren objective in place. Through proper
manipulation of knobs (J) and (K) position the first line of the
first raster of the objective so that Che line passes through the
pin-hole, as seen through the eyepiece (G) . Bring the line roughly
into sharp-one -line focus using knob (H)
.
(2) With the photometer range knob on *'10" observe that, as
the line is passed back and forth under the pin hole, the meter
needle moves from a background level of somewhere between three and
ten on the O-lOO scale to a peak value dependent on the line being
read. A contrast ratio (peak-to-background) of 10 to 15 is considered
good. By vDioving knob (J) maximize the reading. Now, by using the
fine focus (I), further maximize. Continue adjusting (I) and (J)
for a sharp maximum. It may be necessary to cover the eyepiece to
keep out spurious light during the fine focusing process,
b. Operating Procedure
(1) Having completed focusing move the slide back, using
(J), to a position such that the first line to be read is just to the
right of the pin-hole, as seen through the eye piece.
(2) Engage the motor by pushing lever (L) to the right and
up. Cover the eyepiece. Start the chart recorder by throwing the
chart switch to high. Be sure the chart drive lever is solidly up.
The motor is slow starting. Figure A-6, a chart recording, is the










no action taken between lines. To save tltne, if there is a large
spiice between rasters, the motor can be carefully disengaged and the
slide quickly advanced, using knob (J), to the point where the first
line of the second raster is just to the right of the pin-hole. The
motor is then reengaged and the next raster read.
(3) The preferred method, and the one deemed to provide the
moat uniform results, Involves the use of a light level calibration
between lines. The procedure In (2) above is followed except that
as soon as the peak of one line is recorded and the needle has
returned to approximately background level, the straight objective
Is dropped Into place (;), Thi® is the reason for the dust calibration
In the setup >ha8e. The meter will rise to roughly the value set
previously with the sensitivity control. As sioon as a lev^sl reading
is obtained, but before the ni?xt line is read, the Schlleren objective
is dropped Into place for the reading of the next line of the raster.
This procedure is followed for each line of the raster. The
cellbratlon reading is taken after the last line, che Schlleren
objective is dropped Into place for a background level reading. If
desired (for contrast ratio) , and the procedure for skipping dead
spaces between rasters 1® carried out.
(4) When snapping the motor drive In place the elide carriage
may jump. Always check through the eyepiece before starting a run to
be sure that the slide is In the desired starting position. When
rotating objective lenses, be sure the lens Is solidly In position.
An error In position will give an obviously high bad ground. When
the slide run has been completed, disengage the motor, aa It will
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drive agnln^e the chaosis If not disengaged.
5, Plotting th«^ ReftdingB
a. Log/log paper wee choststt a« the chertlng medium for the
following reasons:
(1) The transfer function, geiana, is directly available.
(2) The function plots as a straight line In unsaturated
regions
.
(3) The 8'*.tur«tlon effect is vmtn sppflr^nt.
h. IToc«dure
(1) Figure A-7 Is a plot of the values of Table A-1 (on
the figure) obtained Erova a recording 'rising the procedur'a 4 b (3)
above
(2) Having obtained values for each line, as in Table A-1
on Flgu-t, A-7, plot tha data as follows:
(a) Set a pair of dividers the meaiured dl»t©ncs bet\*een
the line peak and the calibration level,
(b) Lay off the set distance along the ordinate correspon-
ding to the rantf*r bears current. Reference the distance to "100", In
effect normalising to one.
(3) Note that this plot will usually show a "gpreftd"
averaging lOX. This Is due to a number of factorf l,e., dutt,
non-uniform slide coating and system fluctw«tions. However, the mean
vplue plot averages the random system errors as indicated by the
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The variables evaluated as to their effect on liner brlghtneaa
were:
a. rump down (three slides cnn be recorded upon per vacuum
pump dovrO.
b. Slide thickness





Table A~2 is a tabulation of the data obtained for each slide
evaluated. The line brightness levels fire normalized to 100 as a
reference. Each value represents the arithmetic average of four
linns in a raster.
The arrangement of these experiments is shown in Figure A>d.
The horizontal grouping indicates a pumpdown (labeled p) and the
dotted lines, the strips of glass (labeled s) , from which the slides
vere cut. The numbers indicate the numbers assigned to the individual
slides. In the first t^w sets of expcriraQnts the vertical rows carry
no significance, whereas in the third set the first col\imn are slides
with low development, the middle colmm are slides with nontrial develop-
ment, and the last column with greater than norcnal developmoat. The
development times used in the third experiment weri* 32, 50 and 80
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for all slides in this group without compensation for slide resistance.
However, in the first two experiments an attempt wes made to compensate
for variation in slide resistance through the use of series resistors
to equalize d.c. development current.
2. Results
Figure A-9 shows the superposition of curves for slides 13, 15,
and 17 and demonstrates the scatter using a single strip of glass
under the same pumpdown conditions. The variation is apparently
caused by alight variations in the resistance of each slide. In
group two. Figure A-10 shows the super-position of curves for 19,
20, and 25 and demonstrates the large scatter obtainable with the
same pumpdown, but with slides from different strips of glass.
Figure A-ll is the super-position of 23, 24, and 25 showing that
different pumpdowus with slides from the same glass ar« very close
together.
Figure A->12 is the super-position of 26, 27, and 32 (this $et
had very high resistance which exaggerated the effect) of progressively
increasing development. This in particular can be called the variation
of gamme as developsaent is varied.
Figure A-13 which is a super -position of slides 28, 30 and 32
shows a less exaggerated tendency toward a variation in gacma as
development Is varied, but more graphically shows another effect —
that of a variation in the saturation level with different development.
In particular it Indicates that with low development, ganma is higher
and saturation is higher although the sensitivity is lower. As
development is Increased, the sensitivity increases raising the ampli-
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and saturation occurs at a progressively lower level both In the
exposure and the ultimate brightness after saturation. Curves In
Figure A-14 which were exaggerated and hypothesised to give "Idealized"
shape more graphically explain the effects of sensitivity, or the
brightness, at low exposures, and the variation of ganoia and the
saturation point as exposure is varied. It was not at first realized
to what extent the different variables contribute to the variations
in results. This set of experiments pointed out that further investi-
gation Is badly needed. They also appear to show that the Initial
development curves for compensation of the slide resistance are
perhaps not good enough and provide different development; In effect,
do not compensate or normalize the development with different slide
resistances.
With sufficient experimentation and sufficient progressive
Improvement In the equipment and tlelng down of the variables, Includ-
ing the possible elimination of some of them. It is expected that the
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